Boost your bandwidth
with internet you can trust.

Fact sheet

Internet Dedicated Services from
Verizon: Reliable, lightning fast
and backed by stringent SLAs

Your business deserves internet you can count
on for consistent speeds and greater agility. With
Internet Dedicated Services from Verizon, you
can maintain high performance of your network
applications and ease your path to the cloud. At
the same time, you can deliver exceptional web
experiences to your colleagues and customers.
Need high internet availability? How about the
competitive advantages relative to productivity
that can come with high-bandwidth access?
We can help get you there—and keep your business
ready—with our dedicated internet solution.

The high-performance internet you need for
mission-critical applications depends on high
speed and reliable, robust and secure connectivity.

Enable greater productivity.
You need an internet connection that helps you hit your
business targets. With one of the world’s most connected IP
networks, we have the dedicated internet access you need.
You can count on fast, simple, secure and reliable connectivity.
Your productivity and competitive position can benefit from:
• Scalable bandwidth
• Support for secure protocols
• Quality-of-service (QoS) performance options
• Competitive SLA options

Align your internet with your business.
Your business has unique requirements, and we’re committed
to working with you to provide the right mix of services. You
can get high-speed access while streamlining your networking
needs with a wide range of bandwidth options and costeffective connectivity choices.

Customize your bandwidth options.
With any business, costs matter. To help you get the most
from our dedicated internet, we offer choices for a variety
of bandwidth options and flexible billing plans. For example,
you can opt for:
Burstable select
Get consistent bandwidth per month with access
to the service’s full potential.
Tiered
Get a flat monthly price based on the bandwidth
tier you select, with bandwidth capped at
your chosen level.
Broadband Pro1
Get cost-effective, flat monthly pricing for best-effort
bandwidth (300 Mbps and 1 Gbps).

Managed Internet Services
Get global around-the-clock monitoring and management
of your networks and premises equipment with Verizon’s
Managed Wide Area Network (MWAN) service. This service
is supported on multiple WAN services and is independent of
network access. Businesses that currently manage their own
equipment can choose to turn over that responsibility to
Verizon through our Managed Takeover process.
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Enhanced QoS2 and security
When you move voice, video and other key business
applications onto a dedicated IP network, you want peace
of mind that service quality meets your expectations.
Our dedicated internet solution allows you to prioritize key
applications or different types of network traffic based on
degrees of importance. For example, you can give network
traffic for high-definition video a higher priority than other
traffic that you don’t consider as important.
You also can add additional layers of security with the
option to use our Managed Security Services in the cloud.
These managed services provide firewall, distributed-denial-ofservice (DDoS) attack protection and other defense services
for an additional charge.

Connect users to applications simply, securely
and reliably.

Why Verizon
It’s amazing the things technology can do. When companies
take advantage of technology, they don’t just drive business,
they can change the world. Discover how Verizon can help your
organization increase productivity, improve the efficiency of
your communications and control costs. Our dedicated internet
solution gives you powerful and reliable internet connections
that deliver speed and enable greater productivity.

Protection from DDoS attacks
A DDoS attack is a flood of internet traffic, often originating
from thousands of infected devices, which can overwhelm
your systems and network capacity, rendering them
unavailable to those who need it most: your customers,
partners and employees. Avoid potential outages and mitigate
the risk of downtime with DDoS Security, a cloud-based DDoS
protection service that will quickly mitigate large or small
attacks that target your network.

Secure your network.
You can also add additional layers of security to your Internet
Dedicated Services. With superior security intelligence and
decades of experience, we can help defend the perimeter,
monitor and manage your infrastructure, and offer emergency
breach response and security consulting services.

1 Availability limited to circuits in select locations.
2 Not available with Broadband Pro.
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Learn more:
Get the speed and agility you need. Learn how
Verizon Internet Dedicated Services can boost the
power of your internet connections. Call us today at
800.284.6117. Dedicated internet from Verizon helps
keep your business ready.

